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A. Portal log file
B. wpsconfig.bat file
C. PBPortlet JAR file
D. wpconfig.properties file

Answer: C

QUESTION: 71
Shara has configured a new profile set and a profile. Which of the following
represents the last entity she needs to create in order to profile inputs in her builder
calls?

A. Profile inputs
B. Profile entries
C. Profile selections
D. Profile attributes

Answer: B

QUESTION: 72
Inez has associated seven profile sets with the portlet model in her WebApp When
exposing these profile sets, how can she limit it so only five of the profile sets are
visible in her portlet?

A. Use "Do not expose in portal tools" in thePortlet Adapter builder
B. In the Profile Set, select "Handler Automation" as the method for display
C. Use a Method Call builder to rename the profile set's corresponding LJO Class
Name
D. In thePortlet Customizer builder, override the HTML <span /> tag for each profile
set to be hidden

Answer: A

QUESTION: 73
Paul is using the Manage Profiles editor of the Profile Manager to review his list of
profiles, and realizes that there is one missing from the design. Where does he need to
navigate in order to add the new profile?
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A. He must navigate to the appropriate profile set.
B. He can add the profile directly from the Profile Manager.
C. He must navigate to the Entries tab of the Profile Manager before adding a profile.
D. He must navigate to a model, choose an input from the appropriate builder editor,
and add the profile from the Profile Input dialog.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 74
Eliza needs to reference the value returned by a method as an input to her builder call.
How can she do this?

A. Add a Method builder call
B. Add a modifier builder call to reference the method
C. Use an indirect reference with the syntax ${MethodCall/methodName}
D. Use an indirect reference with the syntax@{MethodCall/methodName}

Answer: C

QUESTION: 75
Jack has applied profiles to some of his portlet's portlet adapter builder call inputs.
How can he easily determine which inputs have been profiled?

A. The profile icon has a different color
B. A list of profiled inputs isinlcuded as static variables in the source code
C. The WebApp Tree shows profiled inputs in the Variables section of its navigation
D. A list of profiled inputs builds at the bottom of theportlet adapter builder call
window

Answer: A

QUESTION: 76
Gloria has developed a simple WebApp using WebSphere Portlet Factory. As her
company has not completed its deployment of WebSphere Portal how can she deploy
the application?
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A. She can deploy the application on any HTTP server with Factory core runtimes
B. She can run the application in an embedded test environment but not deploy it to
end users
C. She can deploy the application as a standalone application on aWebSphere
Application Server
D. She can deploy the application as a WSRP application and consume it from
another, non- Portal environment

Answer: C

QUESTION: 77
Jakob wishes to enable system tracing in order to track down a performance problem
in a services consumer model. How is system tracing enabled?

A. Add a Tracing builder call to the end of the model
B. Add a Tracing builder call to the beginning of the model
C. Enable system tracing in the Run configuration being used for the model
D. Enable the System Tracing input when stubbing out a main method for testing the
model

Answer: C

QUESTION: 78
Yolanda needs to add an element to an XML structure that is interacting with an
object in WebSphere Portlet Factory. Assuming the XML structure already exists,
what would be the method she should call to add a new string-based child element?

A. setName("ElementName")
B. parseChild("ElementName")
C. setAttribute("ElementName")
D. addChildElement("ElementName")

Answer: D

QUESTION: 79
Jeanne needs to add some public methods of a Java class to her web application.
Which builder should she use to accomplish this?
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A. JSP Tag builder
B. Method Call builder
C. Imported Method builder
D. Linked Java Object builder

Answer: D
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